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VR fi lm-makers are creating 

immersive trips through 

the Argentine landscape as 

part of the treatment for 

cancer patients – with some 

unexpected results

View to

a cure

W o r d s ⁄ S a m  H a r r i s o n
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hemotherapy is one of the best 

potential cures we have for cancer, 

but it can have serious side effects 

that make it an unpleasant and depressing 

experience for patients. However, recent 

research from Argentina suggests that 

with the help of virtual reality (VR) the 

negative effects can be lessened. 

That’s according to Gonzalo Sierra, 

Julietta Piñeiro and Fabio Cimmarusti, 

multimedia entrepreneurs from Buenos 

Aires who’ve come up with a programme 

that helps patients to temporarily escape 

their hospital bed during chemotherapy 

sessions and to feel more human again. 

In 2016, the trio began experimenting 

with 360° video, creating fi lms in locations 

spanning the country, from Patagonia to 

Iguazú. They wanted their work to have 

a positive social impact, and so decided 

to see if the footage could help patients 

undergoing treatment for cancer. The 

Machi project was born. 

“Virtual reality allows you to be 

‘telepresent’ in digital landscapes,” says 

Sierra. “We wanted to experiment: what 

would happen if we took someone from 

an ugly place and brought them to a 

beautiful one?” 

They started at the Hospital de Clínicas, 

one of Buenos Aires’ public hospitals, 

providing the fi lms on VR headsets to 

Visualise art
With the Gravity 

Sketch drawing 

tool, artists 

and designers 

can walk through 

their 3D designs, 

helping them to 

visualise their 

ideas on a real-

world scale.

gravitysketch.com/vr

Fly like a bird
US start-

up Birdly is 

an immersive 

simulation that 

gives humans the 

chance to fly 

through the sky 

using only their 

arms and legs to 

steer. birdlyvr.com

Drive safely
The first year 

of driving is 

one of the 

most dangerous, 

so Toyota has 

created a VR 

“distracted 

driver challenge” 

for teens, to 

highlight the 

importance of 

safe driving and 

help save lives.

teendrive365inschool.com

More
exciting
uses for
VR

patients, and the results were dramatic. 

Doctors and nurses were thrilled with 

the relaxing effect the videos had on 

their patients, and the way they helped 

decrease anxiety levels. “They pushed us 

to build the project and develop it more 

each time,” says Sierra. 

One of the surprising benefi ts was that, 

far from isolating patients in their own 

private world, the headsets made people 

more sociable. Patients who had been 

quiet and withdrawn began talking with 

each other and comparing notes. There 

was a new sound on the ward – people 

laughing. And by distracting patients 

from their pain, Machi’s VR experience 

made it easier for medical staff to do 

their jobs. 

This year, Machi has moved to a 

hospital in Neuquén, a city in southern 

Argentina. Their goal for 2018 is to 

study the impact of the VR headsets 

on patients in more detail and collect 

data to expand their project to other 

cities in Argentina, as well as different 

departments within the hospital. 

“Thanks to this tool, we’ve been able 

to create harmony between all the 

different characters in this environment. 

It’s good for the patient, the doctors, 

and the hospital,” says Sierra. “All three 

groups benefi t.” machi.tech

Machi aims to reduce 

patients’ anxiety levels 

and has been shown to  

help with side effects 

such as nausea
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